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AbsTrACT
Chemotherapy- induced peripheral neurotoxicity (CiPN) is 
a common dose- limiting side effect of several anticancer 
medications. CiPN may involve multiple areas of the 
peripheral nervous system from the autonomic and 
dorsal root ganglia (DRG) to the axon and any peripheral 
nerve fibre type. Large diameter sensory myelinated 
(Aβ) fibres are more frequently involved, but motor, 
small myelinated (Aδ), unmyelinated (C) or autonomic 
fibres may also be affected. Here, we review the current 
evidence on techniques for the CiPN assessment in the 
clinical and experimental settings. Nerve conduction 
studies (NCS) may be used at the subclinical and early 
CiPN stage, to assess the extent of large nerve fibre 
damage and to monitor long- term outcomes, with the 
sural or dorsal sural nerve as the most informative. The 
quantitative sensory neurological examination provides 
valuable data alongside NCS. Quantitative sensory 
testing and nerve excitability studies add information 
regarding pathophysiology. Nerve MRi and ultrasound 
may provide information on enlarged nerve, increased 
nerve signal intensity and DRG or spinal cord changes. 
Skin biopsy, corneal confocal microscopy, laser- 
evoked potentials, contact heat- related potentials and 
microneurography may reveal the extent of damage 
to small unmyelinated nerve fibres that go undetected 
by NCS. The information on the role of these latter 
techniques is preliminary. Hence, the use of multimodal 
testing is recommended as the optimal CiPN assessment 
strategy, employing objective NCS and other specialised 
techniques together with subjective patient- reported 
outcome measures.

INTroduCTIoN
Chemotherapy- induced peripheral neurotoxicity 
(CIPN) ranks among the most common dose- 
limiting non- haematological toxicities of several 
anticancer medications. CIPN is a common cause 
of chemotherapy dose reductions and discontin-
uations, both of which may lead to less effective 
cancer treatment.1 Currently, there are no agents 
that either prevent or treat CIPN.2

CIPN can affect the peripheral nervous system 
(PNS) from the cell body to the axon and any of 
the peripheral nerve fibres types. However, CIPN 

predominantly produces sensory neuropathy 
through damage to large diameter sensory myelin-
ated (Aβ) fibres or dorsal root ganglia (DRG) cells. 
Nevertheless, other components of the PNS may 
also be affected in CIPN, including motor fibres, 
as well as thinly myelinated (Aδ) and unmyelinated 
(C) ones, which convey temperature, pain and auto-
nomic afferents.3

Nerve conduction studies (NCS) provide objec-
tive measures of large Aβ fibre nerve function and 
are considered necessary to quantify and accurately 
monitor CIPN by physicians, both neurologists and 
oncologists, regulatory authorities and pharmaceu-
tical companies dealing with CIPN.3 However, in 
the routine clinical setting, NCS are not easily and 
widely available.

In addition to NCS, several other methods may 
evaluate the integrity of the PNS, and many of 
these techniques have been assessed in the clinical 
or research CIPN setting. These assessments aim 
to provide in- depth information concerning the 
pathophysiology underlying abnormal axonal func-
tion. Moreover, in the last decade, nerve imaging 
techniques have become available and are used in 
the research setting to offer diagnostic and predic-
tive measures in CIPN.4

Providing first a brief description of the neuro-
pathological hallmarks of CIPN, we review tech-
niques currently available to assess CIPN in the 
clinical and research settings. We then discuss 
whether these techniques could contribute to the 
diagnostic sensitivity of conventional techniques, 
mainly NCS, to assess CIPN and their potential to 
be used in clinical practice and therapeutic/neuro-
protection trials.

seArCh sTrATegy ANd seleCTIoN CrITerIA
We performed a systematic search in PubMed and 
Scopus for relevant original research papers written 
in English reporting on humans from 1990 up to 
date with terms: ‘chemotherapy- induced periph-
eral neurotoxicity’, ‘toxic neuropathy’, ‘periph-
eral neuropathy’ and ‘neurotoxicity syndromes’ 
combined with each chemotherapy agent, such 
as ‘paclitaxel, docetaxel, taxane, cisplatin, oxal-
iplatin, vincristine, thalidomide, bortezomib 
and abraxane’ and limited to results using terms, 
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Figure 1 Features of length- dependent versus non- length- dependent 
neuropathy. (A) Length- dependent sensory neuropathy: Recording of 
normal radial distal sensory action potential (dSAP) (R1) and low sural 
dSAP after stimulation at wrist (S1) and ankle (S2). (B) Non- length- 
dependent sensory neuropathy: Both low radial and sural dSAP (R1 and 
R1) recorded after stimulation at wrist (S1) and ankle (S2). (C) Length- 
dependent motor neuropathy: Normal median distal compound motor 
action potential (dCMAP) and low peroneal dCMAP after stimulation at 
wrist (S1) and ankle (S2). (D) Non- length- dependent motor neuropathy: 
Low median and peroneal dCMAP after stimulation at wrist (S1) and ankle 
(S2).

‘electrophysiology’, ‘neurophysiology’, ‘nerve conduction 
studies’, ‘electromyography’, ‘nerve excitability studies’, ‘quan-
titative sensory testing’, ‘nerve ultrasound’, ‘sonography’, ‘ultra-
sonography’, ‘nerve MRI’, ‘skin biopsy’, ‘microneurography’, 
‘laser- evoked potentials’ and ‘corneal confocal microscopy’. 
Single case reports or small case series were excluded for tech-
niques that are commonly used in the clinical setting and with a 
larger number of studies, while they were included for those that 
are, to date, less established.

NeuropAThologICAl hAllmArks oF CIpN
In the majority of patients, CIPN is a predominantly sensory 
neuropathy or neuronopathy. Sensory toxicity predominates 
over motor toxicity as DRG have fenestrated endothelium cells 
that allow free passage of molecules between the circulation and 
the extracellular fluid, and the blood–nerve barrier is much more 
permeable in DRG than in the spinal cord.5

Platinum compounds exert their anticancer effect through 
binding to the cellular DNA strands and eventually cause cell 
cycle arrest and apoptotic cell death.6 Death of DRG cells results 
in sensory neuronopathy or ganglionopathy with anterograde 
neuronal degeneration, which is manifested in NCS as pure 
sensory non- length- dependent neuropathy affecting both prox-
imal and distal sensory nerve segments (figure 1).

As there is DRG neuronal loss, sensory neuronopathy might 
be permanent. However, improvement and recovery are seen in 
some patients following platinum compounds- induced neurotox-
icity, thereby suggesting other reversible mechanisms of periph-
eral nerve damage besides binding to neuronal DNA. Acute and 
usually reversible sensory neurotoxicity following oxaliplatin 
can occur in nearly 90% of cases. In such cases, abnormalities 
in axonal voltage- gated Na+ channels in the DRG cells through 
changes in their kinetics or inactivation seem to play a pathoge-
netic role.7 8

Taxanes,9 vinca alkaloids10 and bortezomib11 produce neuro-
toxicity mainly by affecting microtubules, thus causing defec-
tive axonal transport and a length- dependent ‘dying- back’ 
predominantly sensory, axonal polyneuropathy. Mitochondrial 
dysfunction seems to play a significant role in the pathogen-
esis of bortezomib- induced neurotoxicity through intracellular 
calcium homeostasis disruption.11 Several other intracellular 
targets, including decreased Na+–K+-ATPase- dependent pump 
function, altered Na+ or K+ conductance and increased tubulin 
polymerisation, have been suggested.12 13

Thalidomide may cause CIPN through microvascular damage 
in the nerve due to its antiangiogenic property.14 Mitochondrial 
dysfunction and generation of reactive oxygen species have been 
proposed as mechanisms for most of the neurotoxic agents, 
which may add to their primary toxic mechanisms.15

CoNveNTIoNAl NCs
NCS are the gold standard in the diagnosis of CIPN and periph-
eral neuropathies.16 Corresponding to the two main pathogenic 
mechanisms above, NCS findings in CIPN reveal either a sensory 
neuronopathy affecting DRGs with a diffuse amplitude decrease 
or abolishment of sensory action potential (SAP) and normal 
sensory conduction velocities, or a length- dependent distal, 
dying- back, axonal degeneration with a reduction of SAP ampli-
tudes in a distal predominant pattern starting in the legs and then 
involving the arms. Neuronopathy is primarily seen in cisplatin,17 
oxaliplatin18 19 and cisplatin plus paclitaxel combination- treated 
patients,20 while a length- dependent axonal sensory neurop-
athy is the characteristic neurophysiological pattern in taxane,21 
bortezomib,22 thalidomide23 and vincristine- exposed patients.24 
Abnormal SAP have been reported in patients treated with these 
drugs prior to the symptoms onset, particularly in haematolog-
ical malignancies, suggesting that they may represent preclinical 
markers of CIPN.25

Primary demyelination with evidence of slowing of motor 
conduction velocities or F- waves abnormalities is occasionally 
seen.26 Motor involvement is less frequently seen and when 
present mainly occurs in taxane- treated or vincristine- treated 
patients with reduced compound muscle action potential ampli-
tudes and electromyographic (EMG) evidence of denervation 
changes in distal muscles of the lower limbs.24 27

NCS of the sural nerve is important when assessing CIPN 
patients as its early involvement occurs in both neuronopathy 
and length- dependent neuropathy. Sural NCS provides valu-
able data in accurately disclosing and following the course of 
CIPN over time, has predictive value and may differentiate 
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Table 1 Quantitative sensory findings in CIPN*

Type of chemotherapy mechanical sensibility vdT CdT/WdT

Taxanes Reduced touch detections42,s50 Increased VDTs43–s45,s48,s50 No change/mildly elevated WDT or CDTs42,s46–

s48,s50

Cisplatin Reduced touch detection or no change in 
some series17,s112

Increased VDT17,s53–s55 No change/mildly elevated at high dose17,s112

Oxaliplatin Reduced touch detection in lower limbs or 
no change in some seriess112–s114

Increased VDTs55,s56,s110 Inconsistent findings
(no change, impaired in minority or increased 
CDT and WDT)s50,s57,s112,s113

Vincristine Reduced touch detections58,s84 Increased VDTs111 Increased WDTs58

Bortezomib Reduced touch detections59,s60 – Increased WDTs59

*Cited studies in superscript numbers.
CDT, cold detection threshold;CIPN, chemotherapy- induced peripheral neurotoxicity; VDT, vibration detection threshold; WDT, warm detection threshold.

patients at high risk to develop more severe CIPN.28 Similar 
results were documented in a recent report employing detailed 
clinical and neurophysiological examination of 200 oxaliplatin- 
treated patients.29 The early predictive value of sensory radial 
and dorsal sural nerve (DSN), to detect patients more prone to 
severe CIPN, was documented.29 Physiologically, the evidence 
of neuropathic process in the sensory branch of the radial nerve 
early in the course of chemotherapy supports the neuronopathy 
pattern of CIPN, because radial nerve sensory function usually 
remains intact until the late stages of a dying- back neuropathy.30

The DSN, a more distal branch of the sural nerve than usually 
studied in most laboratories, has been suggested to be more 
sensitive than sural SAP in detecting early dysfunction related 
to CIPN31 and other neuropathies.32–34 DSN NCS was exam-
ined in a large international multicenter study of 200 colorectal 
cancer (CRC) patients monitored before, during and after oxal-
iplatin chemotherapy. A decreased DSN SAP amplitude, assessed 
at mid- treatment, was able to predict the neurological outcome 
at chemotherapy completion.29 Longitudinal neurophysiolog-
ical DSN recordings in 100 CRC patients were used to develop 
an algorithm, whereby mid- treatment NCS could assign each 
patient to a ‘neurophysiological risk class’ for CIPN at the end 
of treatment with high correlation value.35

Although NCS are the most sensitive diagnostic tests for 
CIPN, they have specific limitations. While they provide valu-
able data on the integrity of the function of Aβ nerve fibres, they 
do not provide information about the Aδ or C fibres. Neverthe-
less, NCS are currently considered the gold standard in detecting 
and monitoring CIPN, with the sural NCS as the most valuable 
nerve to study. Future NCS studies should include the DSN 
to increase CIPN detection sensitivity. As there is no validated 
CIPN biomarker, DSN monitoring might become a valuable tool 
for risk stratification in clinical practice and research.

AuToNomIC FuNCTIoN sTudIes
The autonomic nervous system (ANS) contains preganglionic 
myelinated cholinergic fibres arising from the central nervous 
system to the ganglion and postganglionic fibres arising from the 
ganglion to the effector organ. Autonomic impairment results 
in abnormal control of involuntary functions, including heart 
rate, blood pressure, gastrointestinal motility, urination and 
perspiration.36

Tests are currently available for adrenergic cardiovascular func-
tion, parasympathetic cardiovascular innervation and sympa-
thetic sudomotor function. Given that cardiovagal dysfunction 
is not central to CIPN assessment, the discussion is limited to 
the assessment of sudomotor function, which can be examined 
using the quantitative sudomotor axon reflex test (QSART), the 
sympathetic skin response (SSR) or the Sudoscan device.

QSART requires the application of iontophoresis on the skin, 
thereby allowing acetylcholine to stimulate eccrine sweat glands. 
The volume of sweat produced is recorded and compared with 
normative data. A small study of 13 patients with mixed cancer 
types and 12 controls37 identified significant between- group 
differences in the number of abnormal QSART sites. However, 
its results should be cautiously considered because of signif-
icant limitations, including the small sample size, the lack of 
controlling for confounders of ANS function and the heteroge-
neity of cancer and chemotherapy types.

One study prospectively examined whether SSR could assess 
the sympathetic sudomotor fibre viability in 23 cisplatin- treated 
or paclitaxel- treated patients compared with 23 healthy controls 
and found a significant prolongation of foot and hand SSR 
latency scores in patients compared with controls. However, no 
patients showed abnormal SSR in the presence of normal sensory 
NCS. Hence, the authors concluded that sudomotor function is 
not preferentially affected than somatic fibres in CIPN.38

Sudoscan, a non- invasive method to quantify the electrochem-
ical skin conductance of limbs, has been applied in a single study 
enrolling 88 patients receiving various types of chemotherapy 
to assess sudomotor function to detect and follow- up CIPN. 
This study supported the use of Sudoscan to assess small fibre 
neuropathy in patients receiving chemotherapy, but results were 
too preliminary and obtained just from a single setting to be 
generalised.39

To date, there is little evidence to support the use of ANS 
testing in CIPN, as they yield inferior sensitivity than NCS. 
Moreover, there are well- known confounders affecting the inter-
pretation of autonomic testing, including age, paraneoplastic 
involvement and precancer comorbidities, such as diabetes and 
heart disease. In any case, the autonomic ganglia, similar to the 
DRG, are less protected by the blood–nerve barrier, so auto-
nomic dysfunction may occur in CIPN.s40 The lower frequency 
of autonomic symptoms/signs can be attributed to their silent 
and non- specific nature and the limited availability of autonomic 
testing in comparison to NCS.

Further studies with adequately powered samples are needed 
to clarify the mechanism of alterations in sudomotor reactivity. 
They will also address the clinically relevant question that 
whether autonomic abnormalities may be found earlier than or 
always appear after large/somatic nerve fibre damage?

QuANTITATIve seNsory TesTINg
Quantitative sensory testing (QST) quantifies subjective sensory 
function, including thermal and pain thresholds associated 
with C and Aδ fibres and Aβ fiber- associated touch and vibra-
tion thresholds. QST has been utilised in CIPN to determine 
chemotherapy- specific profiles of sensory dysfunction (table 1), 
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Table 2 Characteristics of studies evaluating nerve imaging techniques in CIPN

publication study type subjects Cancer Chemotherapy Technique main findings

Isoardo et al, 
2004s105

CS 5 Multiple myeloma Thalidomide 1T spinal MRI High T2- weighted signal in the posterior 
column in parallel with somatosensory 
evoked potential changes in 1/5 patients

Ravaglia et al, 
2008s102

CS 5 Multiple myeloma Bortezomib Spinal MRI Lumbar root enhancement in 2/5 patients 
who developed severe peripheral 
neuropathy with motor involvement

Apostolidis et al, 
2017s103

CS 20 Various types Oxaliplatin 3T MRN
3T nerve DTI

Significant DRG hypertrophy; minor 
morphological qualitative alterations of 
peripheral nerves; no quantitative changes 
in sciatic CSA and T2- weighted signal; 
non- significant diffusivity decrease and no 
FA changes

Gimber et al, 
2019s100

CS 9 Various types Not specified 3T nerve DTI FA and ADC values did not differ in patients 
with versus without CIPN; FA and ADC 
values at specific sites were correlated 
with VPT

Boland et al, 
2014s106

CS 12 patients and
12 healthy 
controls

Multiple myeloma Thalidomide, 
bortezomib or 
vincristine

3T BOLD brain fMRI Greater activation in the precuneus, 
reduced activation in the right superior 
frontal gyrus to pain stimulation in 
patients versus controls; significant 
positive correlation between the total 
neuropathy score and activation in the 
frontal operculum during pain stimulation 
in patients

Briani et al, 2013s98 CS 15 Colorectal Oxaliplatin Nerve HRUS Sensory axonal neuropathy in 13/15 
patients; nerve CSA was increased at 
common entrapment sites with no NCS 
evidence of entrapment in 9/15 patients

Pitarokoili et al, 
2019s99

Prospective 13 Pancreatic
(metastatic)

FOLFIRINOX Nerve HRUS Length- dependent sensorimotor axonal 
neuropathy in 8/13 patients; increased CSA 
at upper- limb entrapment sites and tibial 
and fibular nerve CSA enlargement; CSA 
increased in parallel/prior to clinical signs 
and NCS changes; no correlation between 
HRUS and NCS abnormalities

Only studies with more than one patient were reported (ie, no single case reports) in the table.
ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; BOLD, blood- oxygen- level- dependent; CIPN, chemotherapy- induced peripheral neuropathy; CS, cross- sectional; CSA, cross- sectional area; 
DRG, dorsal root ganglion; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; FA, fractional anisotrophy;fMRI, functional MRI; FOLFIRINOX, oxaliplatin, irinotecan and 5- fluorouracil; HRUS, high- 
resolution ultrasound; MRN, magnetic resonance neurography; NCS, nerve conduction study; VPT, vibratory perception threshold.

and in the context of clinical trials, as an outcome measure. In 
QST studies, CIPN is typically associated with prominent large 
Aβ fibre loss. A large study of patients with CIPN identified 
increased vibration thresholds and reduced cold and light touch 
detection, suggesting some small fibre involvement depending 
on chemotherapy type.s41

Paclitaxel- treated patients demonstrated reduced mechan-
ical sensibility, suggesting impairment of Aβ fibres.s42 Similarly, 
vibration detection threshold (VDT) was markedly increased in 
paclitaxel- treated patients,s43 particularly in distal lower limbs, 
also indicative of large fibre dysfunction.s44 VDT has been signifi-
cantly correlated to patient symptom report of neuropathy.s45

Vibration loss was typically more prominent than changes 
in thermal perception in paclitaxel- treated patients.s42,s46 Some 
reports indicate preserved thermal detection thresholds indi-
cating minimal C fibre involvement with minor deficits in sharp-
ness detection and paradoxical burning pain indicative of Aδ 
fibre impairment.s42 There are also reports of mildly elevated 
cooling and warming thresholds.s47 Reduced thermal sensation 
and hot–cold discrimination in lower limbs developed by the 
final cycle of paclitaxel treatment,s48 suggesting that greater 
doses may be required to produce thermal deficits.

Similar findings have been identified in docetaxel- treated 
patients, with dose- dependent vibration losss49 and abnormal 

mechanical detection threshold, but elevated warm detection 
threshold (WDT) only in a minority of patients.s50 Similar find-
ings have also been found in patients treated with both paclitaxel 
and cisplatin, with prominent reduction in lower limb VDTs51 
and milder deficits in upper limbs.s52

Platinum- treated patients displayed a similar profile, with 
prominent vibration loss, while thermal detection thresholds 
were less significantly affected.17 In cisplatin- treated patients, 
the increase in VDT was age- dependent and dose- dependent.s53 
VDT changes persisted long- term in platinum- treated patients, 
with evidence of recovery in hands but not in feet at 3–4 years 
post- treatment.s54,s55

While VDT abnormalities were not evident during early oxal-
iplatin treatment, increased VDT in the hands and feet during 
oxaliplatin treatment has been identified as a sensitive marker 
of neuropathy severity.s56 Further, both cold and WDTs were 
increased at 6 months postoxaliplatin completion, but these 
changes were not linked to the severity of neuropathy.s57

Vincristine- treated patients also displayed impaired touch 
thresholds, in addition to deficits in pinprick perception and 
WDT, indicative of damage to Aβ, Aδ and C fibres.s58 Simi-
larly, bortezomib- induced reduced touch detection threshold, 
sharpness detection and increased warmth and heat detection 
thresholds suggesting involvement of Aβ, Aδ and C fibres.s59 
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Table 3 Core characteristics of all available techniques to assess CIPN

Technique structure(s) explored main abnormalities Advantages disadvantages

NCS and needle EMG
DSN

Aβ fibre
DRG

Reduced SAP/cMAP
Reduced MNCV/SNCV
Delayed F- waves
Denervation

Available in all neurological centres
Sural SAP is considered the gold 
standard for axonal/DRG damage in 
CIPN
DSN SAP more sensitive than sural 
SAP

Does not offer information on gain of function 
and A- delta and C fibre that may contribute to 
neuropathic pain

Autonomic testing Aδ and C fibre Abnormal QSART
Abnormal SSR

May explore Aδ and C fibre that go 
undetected with NCS

Available in few centres; less sensitive than 
NCS; potential confounders

QST Aβ, Aδ and C fibre Abnormal detection and 
pain thresholds

May explore Aδ and C fibre that go 
undetected with NCS
May offer information on gain of 
function changes

Available in few centres; time- consuming; 
requires patient’s collaboration; based on a 
subjective response of the patient; does not 
offer information on the site of dysfunction; 
quantitative neurological examinations may 
be useful in settings lacking NCS or more 
sophisticated diagnostic tools

Nerve excitability Aβ fibre Abnormal excitability in 
sensory and motor axons

May offer information on gain of 
function changes

Available in few centres; time- consuming; still 
not standardised for the clinical setting

Skin biopsy Aδ and C fibre Reduced IENFD May explore Aδ and C fibre that go 
undetected with NCS

Available in few centres; time- consuming

LEP and CHEP Aδ and C fibre Reduced LEP and CHEP 
amplitude

May explore Αδ and C fibre that go 
undetected with NCS

Available in few centres; time- consuming; C 
fibre LEPs are technically difficult; does not 
offer information on the site of dysfunction

CCM Aδ and C fibre in the 
cornea

Abnormalities in corneal 
nerve fibre

May non- invasively explore Aδ and 
C fibre

Preliminary data on CIPN; no correlation with 
clinical and NCS data; correlation with IEFND 
not explored

MRI, MRN and DTI DRG
Nerve morphology

Hyperintense or enlarged 
nerve
Abnormal FA, diffusivity 
and ADC

May offer anatomical information
May explore spinal cord changes

Available in very few centres; time- consuming; 
expensive; no information on fibres involved

HRUS Nerve morphology Increased CSA May offer anatomical information
Non- invasive and easily applied

Available in few centres; no information on 
fibres involved

Microneurography C fibre Hyperexcitable nociceptor May offer gain of function information Available in very few centres; time- consuming

ADC, apparent diffusion coefficient; CCM, corneal confocal microscopy; CHEP, contact heat- evoked potential;CIPN, chemotherapy- induced peripheral neuropathy; cMAP, 
compound motor action potential; CSA, cross- sectional area; DRG, dorsal root ganglion; DSN, dorsal sural nerve; DTI, diffusion tensor imaging; EMG, electromyography; FA, 
fractional anisotrophy; HRUS, high- resolution ultrasound; IENFD, intraepidermal nerve fibre density; LEP, laser- evoked potential; MNCV, motor nerve conduction velocity; MRN, 
magnetic resonance neurography; NCS, nerve conduction study; QSART, quantitative sudomotor axon reflex test; QST, quantitative sensory testing; SAP, sensory action potential; 
SNCV, sensory nerve conduction velocity; SSR, sympathetic skin response.

On follow- up, 13 months later, deficits persisted but thermal 
thresholds had partially normalised.s60 Ixabepilone- treated 
patients, who developed more severe neuropathy, demonstrated 
significantly greater increase in VDT from baseline to cycle 2, 
suggesting that vibration threshold may provide a prognostic 
tool in this patient group.s61

While there is robust evidence of QST abnormalities asso-
ciated with chemotherapy treatment across multiple studies, 
the utility and value of QST in day- to- day clinical practice still 
remains to be defined. QST provides insights into sensory func-
tion often inaccessible through other techniques; however, it 
lacks objectivity compared with other assessment methods, such 
as NCS. Further, QST is dependent on patient cooperation and 
can be affected by patient- related factors, including cognition 
and attention. Lastly, QST is a non- specific indicator of patho-
physiology with abnormal findings potentially linked to multiple 
pathologies. Accordingly, while QST provides complementary 
information regarding impaired sensation, it should be utilised 
in the context of other clinical findings rather than as a diag-
nostic tool.s62

QuANTITATIve seNsory NeurologICAl exAmINATIoN
In the absence of QST and NCS devices, other easily applied 
quantitative sensory neurological examinations (QSNEs) have 
been implemented in CIPN patients. In a secondary analysis 

of the chemotherapy- induced peripheral neuropathy outcome 
measures standardization study (CI- PeriNomS)s63 data set of 
218 patients, several clinical variables were compared with 
NCS parameters to evaluate their interrelation and corre-
spondence in assessing CIPN. Individual clinical measures 
included assessment of deep tendon reflexes, muscle strength, 
vibration sense using the graduated Rydel- Seiffer tuning fork, 
light touch using standardised 10 g monofilaments contained 
within the Neuropen, pinprick sensibility using the disposable 
Neurotip and strength using the Medical Research Council 
criteria. Analysis revealed the good correspondence of vibra-
tion and light touch abnormalities in lower limbs with sural 
SAPs.s64Abnormalities in vibration sense using a Rydel- Seiffer 
tuning fork were found predictive of the final neurological 
outcome in other 62 patients with CIPN.s65 Hence, traditional 
bedside examination with these techniques seems to be quite 
informative in assessing CIPN in settings lacking NCS or more 
sophisticated tools.

However, the lack of control and standardisation of the stim-
ulus intensity together with its mostly qualitative nature are the 
main limitations of QSNEs. Hence, future studies might evaluate 
an expanded set of ranges of stimulus testing as the Rydel- Seiffer 
tuning fork only tests 64 Hz. In addition, the use of Neuropen, 
with only one 10 g filament, clearly reduces the sensitivity and 
discrimination of this mechanoreceptive test and therefore, the 
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use of Von Frey (Semmes- Weinstein) filaments might be prefer-
able in testing painful CIPN cases.s66

Nerve exCITAbIlITy sTudIes
Nerve excitability studies provide surrogate markers of membrane 
potential and ion channel function in large myelinated axons, 
revealing complementary information to conventional NCS on 
membrane excitability features. Several excitability studies have 
been undertaken in oxaliplatin- treated patients, examining both 
acute and chronic neurotoxicity profiles in sensory and motor 
axons. In addition, insights into axonal excitability in acute oxal-
iplatin neurotoxicity have been provided by EMG studies. Spon-
taneous high- frequency motor unit activity is evident on needle 
EMG,s67 in addition to repetitive discharges, similar to findings 
in neuromyotonia and suggesting hyperexcitability. Spontaneous 
high- frequency action potentials were identified in all patients 2 
days postoxaliplatin and were still evident 2 weeks later in 25% 
of patients.s67

Similarly, excitability change is evident in motor axons acutely 
following oxaliplatin administration using threshold tracking 
nerve excitability studies. Motor nerves demonstrate promi-
nently increased refractoriness and reduced superexcitability, 
while sensory axons demonstrate small superexcitability reduc-
tions.s68,s69 Motor and sensory acute excitability changes were 
linked, so that patients with the greatest changes in sensory 
axons also demonstrated extensive motor abnormalities.s69 
These acute motor nerve excitability changes suggest alterations 
in sodium channel function, proposed as a mechanism mediating 
oxaliplatin acute neurotoxicity in vitro.s70

Chronic changes in sensory nerve excitability were also 
evident in oxaliplatin- treated patients, with progressive changes 
across the treatment. These changes occurred in early treatment, 
prior to reduction in peak amplitude and were predictive of 
the severity of chronic neuropathy. In contrast, motor axonal 
excitability remained unchanged across the treatment.s69 At 
follow- up, 2 years later, sensory excitability abnormalities had 
partially normalised but some deficits remained,s71 suggesting 
that they may provide a marker of long- term dysfunction.

Excitability studies in paclitaxel- treated patients demon-
strated progressive increase in stimulus threshold and decline 
in sensory amplitudes without other alterations in sensory axon 
excitability.s47 Excitability studies in bortezomib- treated patients 
demonstrated evidence of axonal depolarisation occurring 
before sensory axonal loss.s72 Similar but lesser changes occurred 
in motor axons, as early as after the first course of adminis-
tration, suggesting that they may offer early identification of 
neurotoxicity.s72

However, excitability studies require special equipment and 
trained personnel. Therefore, they remain extremely valuable 
for dissecting pathophysiology but their use in clinical practice 
is very limited.

mICroNeurogrAphy
Microneurography is an invasive and technically demanding 
neurophysiological technique. Its main advantage is the direct 
recording of unmyelinated postganglionic sympathetic or afferent 
nociceptive fibres by tungsten needles inserted into a peripheral 
nerve fascicle. Microneurography is mainly applied to disclose 
abnormal nociceptor outflow underlying pain dysfunctions in 
PNS.s73 Microneurography has demonstrated that a significantly 
larger proportion of nociceptive C fibres in the peripheral nerves 
of patients with high ongoing pain levels are spontaneously 
active compared with neuropathy patients without continuous 

pain. This spontaneous activity was suggested to be a major 
contributor to neuropathic pain.s74

Microneurography has rarely been utilised in the CIPN 
research setting. Recently, a patient suffering from severe neuro-
pathic pain treated with lacosamide has been described.s75 The 
effect of lacosamide was shown by lowered pain ratings and 
its peripheral site of action by reduced spontaneous activity of 
peripheral nociceptors via microneurography. Thus, microneu-
rography might be a helpful tool and objective findings support 
the assumption that the treatment success is not merely based 
on placebo effect. However, it should be noted that while inter-
esting, this single patient study needs confirmation in a larger 
group.

Considering its technical difficulties and the need for 
extremely skilled physicians, microneurography will remain 
outside everyday CIPN assessment. However, its use in 
research areas, such as drug/neuroprotection studies, may be 
possible.

skIN bIopsy
Skin biopsy allows evaluation of the distal innervation of the 
skin by the terminal nerve endings of either Aδ or C fibres, 
measuring the intraepidermal nerve fibre (IENF) density. A skin 
punch biopsy, usually 3 mm in diameter, can be taken from the 
proximal thigh 20 cm below the iliac spine, which in combina-
tion with the distal biopsy site (10 cm proximal to the lateral 
malleolus) contributes to differentiation between a neuropathy 
and a neuronopathy, due to the decreasing density of nerve fibres 
from the proximal to the distal regions of the body.s76,s77 Loss of 
IENF is considered a marker of axonal degeneration, and usually, 
a later event occurring in peripheral nerves, as a consequence of 
injury in sensory nerve fibres or DRG neurons.s78

Ten studies totalling less than 150 CIPN patients have incor-
porated skin biopsy in assessing CIPN (supplementary table). 
Conflicting results emerge from these small and heterogeneous 
designed studies such that uniform conclusions regarding the 
involvement of small fibres with each agent cannot be drawn.s79–

s88 Of note, in two studies, the investigation of the pattern of 
nerve damage (neuropathy vs neuronopathy) according to the 
degree of IENF loss in distal and proximal biopsies failed to 
demonstrate a neuronopathy pattern in oxaliplatin- induced 
neuropathy.s81,s85 Most of the studies failed to find a direct asso-
ciation between neuropathic pain and skin biopsy findings.s86–s88

Nevertheless, skin biopsy is considered the gold standard for 
diagnosing small fibre neuropathies. However, the contradictory 
results and methodological issues support further investigation 
to better define the role of this minimally invasive technique for 
the assessment of CIPN in clinical practice.

lAser-evoked poTeNTIAls ANd heAT-relATed evoked 
poTeNTIAls
Pain- related evoked potentials can be generated by either radiant 
heat (laser- evoked potentials (LEPs)) or contact heat. LEPs selec-
tively excite free nerve endings in the superficial skin layers, acti-
vate Aδ and C nociceptors and evoke scalp potentials related 
to small myelinated fibres. LEPs can document sparing of small 
myelinated fibres in patients with exclusive damage of the large 
myelinated fibres, as well as disclose selective dysfunction of 
nociceptive pathways and their results can be well correlated 
with the evaluation of IENF features in skin biopsy.s89

The experience of LEPs in CIPN is quite limited as they 
have been employed as an outcome measure in one study 
to test a natural analgesic agent against painful CIPN in 20 
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thalidomide- treated and bortezomib- treated multiple myeloma 
(MM) patients. Results showed that pain and neurophysiological 
measures studied in lower limbs significantly improved.s90

The main limitations of the technique are the relatively scarce 
availability of laser stimulators in most institutions and the sensi-
tivity of LEPs to cognitive factors, in that they are modulated by 
attention, both factors hampering their use for widespread diag-
nostic purposes. Thus, further studies of LEPs are needed before 
they could find a place in routine CIPN assessment.

CorNeAl CoNFoCAl mICrosCopy
Corneal confocal microscopy (CCM) provides information on 
small sensory fibres of the trigeminal nerve by direct observation 
of corneal innervation in Bowman’s layer. This technique has 
been demonstrated to be reproducible and useful in the evalu-
ation of neuropathy associated with a variety of conditions.4,s91

However, knowledge of the effect of chemotherapy on 
corneal nerves of CIPN patients is restricted to a cross- sectional 
study of 26 patients,s92 and 2 prospective case- control stud-
ies,s91,s93 including 21 and 15 patients treated with bortezomib 
and oxaliplatin/cisplatin, respectively. Moreover, heterogeneous 
CIPN assessments were utilised in these studies ranging from the 
National Cancer Institute toxicity criterias92 to more accurate 
diagnostic tests, including total neuropathy score, NCSs91 and 
QST.s93 In two of these studies, lower corneal nerve fibre density, 
nerve branch density and nerve fibre length was observed in 
cancer patients compared with control subjects, regardless of the 
presence of neuropathy,s92,93 even at baseline, highlighting the 
high prevalence of pre- existing and/or subclinical CCM abnor-
malities in cancer. A reduction of the number of fibres and their 
length and density after chemotherapy, without alterations in the 
number of beadings or tortuosity, together with lack of correla-
tion between CCM and clinical/neurophysiology outcomes, 
were reported.s91 Additional studies and wider availability are 
needed before CCM can be used as a tool to diagnose small fibre 
involvement in CIPN.

Nerve ImAgINg TeChNIQues
Nerve high- resolution ultrasound (HRUS) and magnetic reso-
nance neurography (MRN) usually complement clinical and 
NCS in peripheral neuropathies.4,s94 The main nerve HRUS 
measure is cross- sectional area (CSA).4,s94 CSA is generally 
increased in demyelinating neuropathy and normal or decreased 
in axonal pathology,s95 but this is not always straightforward.s96 
MRN evaluates nerve size, morphology, fascicular structure and 
perineurial–endoneurial fluid. Abnormal nerves may appear 
hyperintense and enlarged because of increased water.4 Diffu-
sion tensor imaging (DTI) may offer quantitative information on 
nerve microstructure through fractional anisotropy (FA), diffu-
sivity and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC).s97

A small cross- sectional HRUS study showed increased CSA 
at common entrapment sites with no NCS evidence of entrap-
ment in 9/15 oxaliplatin- treated patients, of whom 13 developed 
sensory axonal neuropathy.s98 A prospective HRUS study on 13 
oxaliplatin- treated patients confirmed increased CSA at upper- 
limb entrapment sites and documented tibial and fibular nerve 
CSA enlargement, which developed parallel or prior to clinical 
and NCS changes with no correlation between HRUS and NCS 
abnormalities.s99 A pilot DTI study on the tibial nerve at the 
ankle in nine cancer patients found no FA or ADC difference 
between subjects with and without CIPN, but some correlations 
with vibratory perception threshold.s100

MRN may be helpful in suspected CIPN cases, and may show 
normal or mildly enlarged roots, plexuses and nerves, with no 
contrast enhancement.s101 A spinal MRI study showed lumbar 
root enhancement in 2/5 bortezomib- treated patients with MM, 
who developed a peripheral neuropathy with severe motor 
involvement.s102 An MRN–DTI study showed significant DRG 
hypertrophy, minor morphological qualitative alterations of 
peripheral nerves, non- significant diffusivity decrease and no 
FA changes in 20 patients with oxaliplatin- induced peripheral 
neuropathy.s103

Central nervous system MRI may also further the under-
standing of CIPN pathogenesis. Spinal cord MRI showed poste-
rior columns abnormality without cord swelling or contrast 
enhancement in a single patient with thalidomide- induced 
neuropathy, suggesting DRG neuronopathy,s104 but this finding 
was later confirmed only in 1/6 patients.s105 A functional MRI 
study in 12 MM patients and 12 healthy controls documented 
a characteristic activation pattern associated with painful 
CIPNs106; however, the view that MRI can offer, specific ‘pain 
signatures’, is debated.s106,107 Moreover, performing functional 
MRI instead of asking patients to rate pain with clinical scales 
would be unpractical and very expensive in the clinical setting.

Being non- invasive, HRUS may be administered in clinical 
practice to document nerve changes during CIPN development, 
and to offer surrogate markers of nerve damage in future neuro-
protective trials, overcoming the compliance issues related to 
repeated NCS testing.s99 MRN and DTI might explore more 
proximal nerve sites and the spinal cord that HRUS cannot 
access, but such techniques are expensive and require a long 
post- processing time.s100 Table 2 describes the studies evaluating 
nerve imaging techniques in CIPN.

CoNClusIoNs ANd reCommeNdATIoNs
A range of neurophysiological and other quantitative techniques 
(table 3) are now available to assess CIPN from its earlier stages, 
to provide insights into its mechanisms and for prospective or 
neuroprotection studies. However, in clinical practice, the vast 
majority of CIPN monitoring and management is performed 
using clinical examinations and patient- reported or clinician- 
reported outcomes. Patient- reported outcomes (PROs) form 
an essential adjunct to objective neurological assessments—
providing information on the significance of symptoms and 
the patient experience. There are a number of validated PROs 
specific to CIPN,3 which have been widely translated to the clin-
ical trial setting in recent years, although less broadly utilised in 
routine clinical practice. Further, recent recommendations for 
the structure of clinical trials in CIPN have provided a frame-
work for future studies, including the important role of PROs as 
outcome measures.s108,s109 However, there have not been specific 
recommendations made on the role of objective neurophysiolog-
ical assessment in CIPN.

While NCS remain the key tool for the diagnosis of periph-
eral neuropathy, in the clinical oncology setting, the use of such 
techniques is often limited by the need for specialised training 
and equipment. However, NCS aids in diagnosis at subclinical 
and early symptomatic stages, assesses the extent and severity 
of large nerve fibre damage, and may also be used to monitor 
long- term outcomes. Most of the widely used neurotoxic 
chemotherapy agents damage large myelinated nerve fibres and 
hence standard NCS (incorporating assessment of sural or DSN 
amplitude) can provide useful prognostic information. While 
PRO measures are more commonly used as primary endpoints in 
CIPN neuroprotection trials, it is also imperative that neurologic 
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examination and objective neurophysiological techniques, such 
as NCS, should be utilised in such clinical trials to determine 
neuroprotective efficacy and identify the mechanistic basis of 
symptomatic improvement.

Similarly, QSNEs provide useful information via easily applied 
methods that correlate well with NCS abnormalities. As such, 
their use in combination with NCS would be recommended as 
the best available evidence- based quantitative techniques for 
CIPN assessment. Incorporating a simple and easily applied test 
of sudomotor function in the lower limbs, such as SSR, may 
provide further valuable information on the possible involve-
ment of autonomic or sympathetic neurons, besides that of 
somatic neurons, in CIPN.

Other neurophysiological specialised techniques have shed 
additional light into the pathophysiologic mechanisms of CIPN, 
and may provide further in- depth objective evidence of fibre 
damage for CIPN prediction, early detection and follow- up 
studies. Specifically, QST provides complementary and, in 
some cases, prognostic information regarding CIPN onset and 
progression. Nerve excitability techniques have provided infor-
mation regarding the early development of CIPN, particularly in 
oxaliplatin- treated patients. Nerve imaging techniques with MRI 
and HRUS can be used to provide information on an increased 
CSA or increased nerve intensity in MRN, but this is not directly 
related to large fibre damage. Indeed, it is unclear whether CSA 
increase depends on the damage to Aβ, Aδ or C fibres, or to the 
connective structures or vessels of the nerve. Moreover, nerve 
imaging techniques are useful in showing dorsal column patho-
logical changes. Skin biopsy, CCM, LEPs, contact heat- evoked 
potentials and microneurography can also be applied to reveal 
the damage to small unmyelinated nerve fibres. Nevertheless, for 
some of the techniques reported above, the evidence of useful-
ness for the diagnosis of CIPN comes from small samples and/or 
single case reports, and thus should be considered as very prelim-
inary and/or experimental. Accordingly, these techniques would 
have to provide reliable information as prognostic markers to 
be recommended in routine practice for patients under chemo-
therapy, especially since some of them cause discomfort, are 
time- consuming and increase the cost of patient management.

In any case, the further elaboration of such specialised tech-
niques or refinement of classical neurophysiological techniques 
may identify objective neurophysiological biomarkers, whose 
inclusion might be helpful in neuroprotection clinical trials to 
monitor and quantify CIPN, to facilitate comparison between 
clinical studies and to strengthen the validity of the results based 
on PROs.s110 Nevertheless, the predictive usefulness of conven-
tional NCS requires independent validation sets and novel 
neurophysiological techniques need further study with robust 
design and sample sizes. Moreover, studies exploring the combi-
nation of NCS plus additional techniques are limited.

Taken in total, the use of multimodal testing is recommended 
as the optimal CIPN assessment strategy, employing objective 
NCS and other specialised techniques together with subjective 
PRO measures to reveal the full extent of CIPN abnormalities 
as well as to provide precise quantification of neuroprotection 
in clinical trials.

Additional 74 references of this document can be seen in the 
supplemental online- only data.
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